Yours, Mine, and Ours

A widower with ten children falls for a widow with eight, and they must decide about forming a huge, unconventional family.

Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB

Date of screening: Monday, September 25th
Suspiria

A newcomer to a fancy ballet academy gradually comes to realize that the school is a front for something far more sinister and supernatural amidst a series of grisly murders.


Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB

Date of screening:
Monday, October 2nd
The Wicker Man

A police sergeant is sent to a Scottish island village in search of a missing girl whom the townsfolk claim never existed. Stranger still are the rites that take place there.


Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB

Date of screening:
Monday, October 9th
The Devil’s Backbone

After Carlos - a 12-year-old whose father has died in the Spanish Civil War - arrives at an ominous boys' orphanage, he discovers the school is haunted and has many dark secrets that he must uncover.


Date of screening: Monday, October 16th

Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB
Death Note

A battle between the world’s 2 greatest minds begins when Light Yagami finds the Death Note, a notebook with the power to kill, and decides to rid the world of criminals.


Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB

Date of screening:
Monday, October 23rd
Trick r’ Treat

Five interwoven stories that occur on Halloween: An everyday high school principal has a secret life as a serial killer; a college virgin might have just met the guy for her; a group of teenagers pull a mean prank; a woman who loathes the night has to contend with her holiday-obsessed husband; and a mean old man meets his match with a demonic, supernatural trick-or-treater.


Date of Screening: Monday, October 30th

Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB
Good Morning Vietnam

In 1965, an unorthodox and irreverent DJ named Adrian Cronauer begins to shake up things when he is assigned to the U.S. Armed Services radio station in Vietnam.


Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB

Date of screening:
Monday, November 6th
Allegro non troppo

An enthusiastic filmmaker thinks he's come up with a totally original idea: animation set to classical music! When he is informed that some American named "Prisney" (or something) has already done it, he decides to do his own version, using an orchestra comprising mostly old ladies and an animator he's kept locked in a dungeon. Several different classical pieces are animated, while the animator plots his escape.


Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB
Spaceballs

Planet Spaceballs' President Skroob sends Lord Dark Helmet to steal planet Druidia's abundant supply of air to replenish their own, and only Lone Starr can stop them.


Image and Synopsis Source: IMDB

Date of screening:
Monday, December 4th
Remembering 9/11

The world will never be the same as a result of the horrific events that transpired on September 11, 2001. 'Remembering 9/11' goes beyond the facts and explores the background of the perpetrators and the Government's response. From the debris, stories of courage and survival emerged. This captivating program reminds us of those at Ground Zero who witnessed first hand the chaos, tragedy and suffering, including rescue workers, survivors and victims families; to one perpetrator who through his own faith and beliefs committed the unthinkable.'Remembering 9/11' is a powerful mix; a visual timeline of the events together with moving stories of courage and conviction.

Date of screening: Monday, September 11th
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Image and Synopsis Source: Youtube Movies